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Gorilla Glue Auto

Gorilla Glue Auto 

A knockout punch, killer taste and ease of growth make Gorilla Glue Auto a favourite for indica lovers. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Variant price modifier: 

Base price with tax 26,00 €

Price with discount 23,64 €

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price 26,00 €

Sales price without tax 23,64 €

Discount 

Tax amount 2,36 €
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Description 

Gorilla Glue Auto

By crossing a carefully selected phenotype of the Cannabis Cup winning legend with Auto #1, one of the most powerful autoflowering strains in
existence was created! Like the original, expect ludicrous amounts of resin production. Gluing everything together from your fingers to scissors
and your body to the couch. The cross with Auto #1 gives the strain maximum stability making for buds that are plentiful, chunky and covered
with an abundance of resin whilst levels of THC tested at an awesome 23%.

As expected, our Gorilla Glue Auto delivers a powerful body stone which is both incredibly relaxing and euphoric. This gives it an outstanding
ability to treat conditions such as chronic pain, depression, insomnia, nausea and muscle spasms. Gorilla Glue Auto is super easy to grow
indoors or out. To maximise production indoors use over 600W/m2 and 10+ plants in that space. CO2 enhancements and slightly higher levels of
top quality nutrient will further fuel that harvest.

The taste is particularly delectable. On the inhale it blends citrus, pine and earthy notes with hints of coffee, flavours that made strains such as
the original OG Kush and Sour Diesel so popular.

TYPE

Indica

HEIGHT

30-70cm

HARVEST

70-75 Days

YIELD

600g/m2

THC

23%

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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